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Abstract

The theoretical calculation of pseudo–scalar leptonic decay widths into an invisible ALP, M → � ν� a, is 
reviewed. Assuming generic flavor–conserving ALP couplings to SM fermions and a generic ALP mass, 
ma , the latest experimental results for pseudo–scalar leptonic decays are used to provide updated bounds on 
the ALP–fermion Lagrangian sector. Constrains on the ALP-quark couplings obtained from these channels 
are not yet competitive with the ones derived from FCNC processes, like M → P a decays. These lep-
tonic decays can, however, provide the most stringent model–independent upper bounds on ALP-leptons 
couplings for ma in the (sub)–GeV range.
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.

1. Introduction

Light pseudo–scalar particles naturally arise in many extensions Beyond the Standard Model 
(BSM) of particle physics, as they are a common feature of any model endowed with a global 
U(1)PQ symmetry spontaneously broken at a scale fa � v. Small breaking terms of the global 
U(1)PQ symmetry are needed for providing a mass term, ma � fa , to the (pseudo) Nambu-
Goldstone boson (pNGB). Sharing a common nature with the QCD axion [1–3], these classes of
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pNGBs are generically dubbed as Axion-Like Particles (ALPs). The key difference between the 
QCD axion and a generic ALP can be summarized in the fact that ALPs do not need to satisfy 
the well-known constraint [3], mafa ≈ mπfπ , that bounds the QCD axion mass and the U(1)PQ

symmetry breaking scale via QCD instanton effects. Therefore, in a generic ALP framework, one 
can assume the ALP mass being determined by some unspecified UV physics, and, consequently, 
ma and fa can be taken as independent parameters.

The ALP parameter space has been intensively explored in several terrestrial facilities, 
covering a wide energy range [4–13], as well as by many astrophysical and cosmological 
probes [14–18]. The synergy of these experimental searches allows to access several orders of 
magnitude in ALP masses and couplings, cf. e.g. Ref. [19] and references therein. While astro-
physics and cosmology impose severe constraints on very light ALPs, the most efficient probes 
of weakly-coupled particles in the MeV-GeV range come from experiments acting on the pre-
cision frontier [20]. Fixed-target facilities such as E949 [21–23], NA62 [24,25] and KOTO [26]
and the proposed SHiP [27] and DUNE [28] experiments can be very efficient to constrain long-
lived particles. Furthermore, the rich ongoing research program in the B-physics experiments at 
LHCb [29,30] and the B-factories [31–39] offers several possibilities to probe ALP couplings in 
ALP mass regions not completely explored yet.

The main goal of this letter, is the detailed analysis of pseudo–scalar meson leptonic decays, 
M → � ν�a, with an ALP escaping the detector or decaying into an “invisible” sector. These 
decay channels were previously analyzed in [40] for a massless ALP and for a universal ALP–
fermion coupling. Here, a generic ALP mass and generic, yet flavor–conserving, ALP couplings 
are going to be considered. Therefore, independent limits to both quarks and leptons couplings 
to ALP are going to be derived. The bounds obtained for the couplings of ALPs to leptons are the 
most stringent to date. Finally, a factor 2 misprint in Eq. (15) of [40] (and equivalently a factor 4 
misprint in the hadronic contribution of Eq. (17) of [40]) is going to be corrected.

2. Leptonic meson decays in ALP

The most general effective Lagrangian describing ALP interactions with SM fermions, in-
cluding operators up to dimension five and assuming flavor conserving couplings reads:

δLa,MFV
eff = −∂μa

2fa

∑
i=f er

ci ψiγ
μγ5 ψi = i

a

fa

∑
i=f er

ci mi ψiγ5 ψi . (1)

The Lagrangian in Eq. (1) depends only on nine independent flavor diagonal couplings, ci , 
once fermionic vector–current conservation and massless neutrinos are implied. It might be use-
ful, for simplifying intermediate calculations, and explicitly showing the mass dependence of 
ALP-fermion couplings, to write the effective Lagrangian in the “Yukawa” basis instead of the 
“derivative” one. The two versions of the effective Lagrangian in Eq. (1) are equivalent up to 
operators of O(1/f 2

a ).
Using the effective Lagrangian of Eq. (1) one can calculate the leptonic decay rates of pseudo–

scalar mesons, M → � ν� a, with the ALP sufficiently long-lived to escape the detector without 
decaying (or decaying into invisible channels). In such a case the only possible ALP signa-
ture is its missing energy/momentum. In the following, MM and PM will denote the mass and 
4–momentum of the decaying meson, while leptons and ALP masses and 4–momenta will be 
indicated with m�, ma , p�, pν and pa respectively. Neutrinos will be assumed massless.

Charged pseudo-scalar meson decays proceed through the s–channel tree-level diagrams of 
Fig. 1, where only the diagrams where the ALP is emitted from the M–meson are shown. The di-
2
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Fig. 1. Tree level contributions to the M → � ν� a amplitude, with the ALP emitted from the M meson. The diagram 
where the ALP is emitted from the charged lepton is straightforward.

agram where the ALP is emitted from the charged lepton follows straightforwardly, while the one 
with the ALP emitted from the W+ internal line automatically vanishes, being the W+W−–ALP 
coupling proportional to the fully antisymmetric 4D tensor. In the following, the derivation of the 
decay amplitude for the channel in which the ALP is emitted from the initial quarks or from the 
final charged lepton are discussed separately, as they need two different hadronization treatments.

2.1. Hadronic ALP emission

The two diagrams depicted in Fig. 1 represent the contributions to the M → � ν� a decay 
in which the parent meson constituent quarks emit the ALP and then annihilate into a virtual 
W boson, producing the final leptons. One refers to this case as hadronic ALP emission. The 
corresponding amplitude1 can be written as:

Mh = 〈0| q̄ 	
μ
h Q |M〉 (

�̄ γμPL ν�

)
, (2)

with 	μ
h given by

	
μ
h = −4GF√

2
VqQ

(
cQ mQ

fa

γ μPL

/pa
− /pQ

+ mQ

m2
a − 2pa · pQ

γ5 − cq mq

fa

γ5
/pa

− /pq
− mq

m2
a − 2pa · pq

γ μPL

)
.

(3)

In Eq. (3) pq and pQ are the initial quarks momenta, with cq and cQ the corresponding ALP-
fermion couplings.

The calculation of the 〈0| q̄ 	
μ
h Q |M〉 hadronic matrix element in Eq. (2) is complicated by 

the fact that the meson is a bound state of quarks and one must assume a model to describe 
the effective quark-antiquark momenta distribution. This can be done following the Lepage–
Brodsky technique [41,42]. In the case of a massless ALP and universal ALP-fermion couplings 
this amplitude have been firstly derived in [40].

Following [40–42], the ground state of a meson M is parameterized with the wave–function


M(x) = 1

4
φM(x)γ 5( /P M + gM(x)MM). (4)

In Eq. (4), with x one typically denotes the fraction of the momentum carried by the heaviest 
quark in the meson. The function φM(x) describes the meson’s quark momenta distribution, that 
for heavy and light mesons reads, respectively:

φH (x) ∝
[

ξ2

1 − x
+ 1

x
− 1

]−2

, φL(x) ∝ x(1 − x) , (5)

1 For definiteness, the leptonic current is written assuming a negative charged meson M = q̄Q state, being q a light 
up-type quark and Q an heavy down-type one.
3
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with the normalization fixed such that:

1∫
0

dx φM(x) = 1. (6)

The parameter ξ in φH (x) is a small parameter typically of O(mq/mQ), being q and Q the 
light and heavy quark in the meson. The mass function gM(x) is usually taken to be a constant 
varying from gH (x) ≈ 1 and gL(x) � 1 for a heavy or a light meson. There are of course mesons 
that are neither heavy nor light, and a different parametrization is required, e.g. a Kaon or a 
D–meson. Let us study the two extreme cases with the K–meson considering either light (i.e. 
assuming an exact global SU(3) symmetry) or as an heavy meson (i.e. ms � mu, ms ). In [13]
it was argued that to consider these “in–between” states one should use the heavy mesons wave 
functions with the modified low–energy masses defined as m̂q = mq +  and m̂Q = mQ + , 
where  = (MM − mq − mQ)/2 is a parameter of the order of the meson’s mass. It was also 
shown that this choice is a conservative one as using the light–meson wave function one has, at 
least in the massless ALP limit, an enhancement of a factor 3/2.

The hadronic matrix element can then be obtained by integrating, over the momentum fraction 
x, the trace of the 	μ

h amplitude multiplied by the meson wave–function 
M(x):

〈0| q̄ 	
μ
h Q |M〉 ≡ ifM

1∫
0

dx Tr
[
	

μ
h 
M(x)

]
, (7)

with the meson decay constants fM defined as:

〈0| q̄ γ μ γ5 Q |M〉 = ifMP
μ
M . (8)

In Eqs. (4)–(7), a slightly different notation with respect to the referred literature is used. In 
particular the functions φM(x) have been normalized to one, in such a way that in Eq. (7) the 
mesonic form factor can be explicitly factorized.

Inserting Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) into Eq. (7), and defining the initial quark momenta as:

pq = (1 − x)PM , pQ = xPM

one obtains the following decay amplitudes for the meson ALP–emission process:

Mh = 4 i GF VqQ√
2

fM

fa

M2
M

2pa · PM

[
cQ

mQ

MM

�
(Q)
M (m2

a) − cq

mq

MM

�
(q)
M (m2

a)

](
�̄ /pa

PL ν�

)
(9)

where the functions �(q,Q)
M (m2

a) contain the integrals over the quark momentum fraction and are 
defined respectively as:

�
(q)
M (m2

a) =
1−δM∫
0

pa · PM

m2
a − 2 (1 − x)pa · PM

φM(x)gM(x)dx

�
(Q)
M (m2

a) =
1∫

pa · PM

m2
a − 2x pa · PM

φM(x)gM(x)dx .
δM

4
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The presence of the kinematical cutoff δM = ma/(2MM) prevents the appearance of unphysical 
bare singularities.

One can check the calculation done in Ref. [40] by taking the ma = 0 limit in Eq. (9) and 
by setting cq = cQ = 2, as demanded by the different normalization of the corresponding ALP-
fermion couplings introduced in the effective Lagrangians. Notice that[

mb

MB

�
(b)
B (0) − mu

MB

�
(u)
B (0)

]
= 2

√
6�(mb,MB) (10)

with �(mb, MB) the integral defined in Ref. [40]. Doing all these replacements one realizes that 
Eq. (15) of Ref. [40] is wrong and 1/2 of the result obtained from Eq. (9).

2.2. Leptonic ALP emission

The leptonic decay amplitude for the lepton ALP–emission process can be easily obtained by 
using the definition of the meson form factors of Eq. (8), giving

M� = 〈0| q̄ γμPL Q |M〉 (
�̄ 	

μ
� ν�

)
,

with

	
μ
� = −4GF√

2
VqQ

(
c� m�

fa

γ5
/pa

+ /p�
+ m�

m2
a + 2pa · p�

γ μPL

)
. (11)

In Eq. (11) p� dubs the momentum of the final charged lepton. By making use of all the Dirac 
matrices relations one obtains:

M� = −4 i GF√
2

VqQ

fM

fa

[
c� m�

(
�̄ PL ν�

) − c� m2
�

m2
a + 2pa · p�

(
�̄ /pa

PL ν�

)]
. (12)

From Eq. (12), by setting ma = 0 and c� = 2 one recovers correctly the result in Eq. (7) of 
Ref. [40].

2.3. Differential decay rate

For the 3-body decay at hand, and assuming a massless neutrino, one can define the following 
Mandelstam variables:

s = (PM − p�)
2 = (pν + pa)

2 = M2
M + m2

� − 2MMω� (13)

t = (PM − pν)
2 = (p� + pa)

2 = M2
M − 2MMων (14)

u = (PM − pa)
2 = (p� + pν)

2 = M2
M + m2

a − 2MMωa (15)

with the energy conservation providing the identity:

s + t + u = M2
M + m2

� + m2
a .

The differential 3-body decay rate of any scalar particle in its rest frame can be simply written as 
function of two independent final energies ωi , or equivalently of the two independent Mandel-
stam variables, as

(d	M)RF = 1

(2π)3

1

8M
|MM |2 dω� dωa = 1

(2π)3

1
3 |MM |2 ds du (16)
M 32MM

5
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with MM = M� +Mh. The Feynman amplitude squared reads:

|M�|2 = CM c2
�

m2
�

M2
M

{
p� · pν

M2
M

− m2
�

M2
M

(
pa · pν

m2
a + 2pa · p�

+ m2
a

pν · (pa + p�)

(m2
a + 2pa · p�)2

)}
(17)

|Mh|2 = CM

[
cQ

mQ

MM

�
(Q)
M (m2

a) − cq

mq

MM

�
(q)
M (m2

a)

]2 2(pa · p�)(pa · pν) − m2
a p� · pν

(pa · PM)2

(18)

MhM∗
� = CM c�

m2
�

M2
M

[
cQ

mQ

MM

�
(Q)
M (m2

a) − cq

mq

MM

�
(q)
M (m2

a)

]
m2

a (pa · pν + p� · pν)

(m2
a + 2pa · p�)(pa · PM)

(19)

with the overall constant factor defined as:

CM = 4G2
F |VqQ|2M4

M

f 2
M

f 2
a

.

One can notice from Eq. (19), that the mixed product is proportional both to the ALP and 
the charged lepton masses and, consequently, can be neglected either for a massless ALP or for 
meson decays to a light charged lepton.

The total decay rate, for a general ALP mass, can be obtained by numerically integrating the 
differential decay rate of Eq. (16) in the kinematically allowed region. On the other hand, the 
massless ALP limit can be easily integrated analytically. By setting ma = 0 one obtains:

	M→�ν�a = G2
F |VqQ|2M5

M

384π2

f 2
M

f 2
a

{
c2
�

(
2ρ2 + 3ρ4 + 12ρ4 logρ − 6ρ6 + ρ8

)
+

+
[
cQ mQ

MM

�
(Q)
M (0) − cq mq

MM

�
(q)
M (0)

]2 (
1−6ρ2 − 12ρ4 logρ + 3ρ4 + 2ρ6

)}
.

(20)

For c� = cq = cQ = 2 one recovers an agreement with the leptonic part of the decay rate in 
Eq. (17) of Ref. [40], while the hadronic part is wrong and 1/4 of the result in Eq. (20), consis-
tently with what obtained from the Feynman amplitude check.

3. Bounds on ALP-fermion couplings

Pseudo–scalar leptonic decay experiments can be used to constraint flavor–diagonal ALP-
fermion couplings of Eq. (1) via the ALP (invisible) decay rate derived in the previous section. 
Leptonic B-decays have been measured at B-factories, latest BELLE data for electron, muon and 
tau channel can be found in [43–45], respectively. Charmed meson decays have been measured at 
BESS (see [46–48] for D and [49,50] for Ds decays respectively) and at BELLE [51]. Leptonic 
Kaon decays have been measured by KLOE and NA62 [52–54]. In Table 1 available experimental 
determinations for the leptonic pseudo–scalar decay branching ratios are summarized and the 
lowest order SM predictions are shown for comparison.

The main assumption underlying the following phenomenological analysis is that the ALP 
lifetime is sufficiently long to escape the detector (i.e. τa � 100 ps) or alternatively that the 
ALP is mainly decaying into a, not better specified, invisible sector. In both cases, the ALP 
signature is a missing energy/momentum, just as for neutrinos. In this scenario, the simplest 
6
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Table 1
Lowest order SM predictions and experimental constraints on the considered M → �ν decay branching ratios.

Channel SM branching ratio Experiment Ref.

B± → e±ν̄e 8.37 × 10−12 < 9.8 × 10−7 [43]
B± → μ±ν̄μ 3.57 × 10−7 (5.3 ± 2 ± 0.9) × 10−7 [44]
B± → τ±ν̄τ 7.95 × 10−5 (7.2 ± 2.7 ± 1.1) × 10−5 [45]
D± → e±ν̄e 9.51 × 10−9 < 8.8 × 10−6 [46]
D± → μ±ν̄μ 4.04 × 10−4 (3.71 ± 0.19 ± 0.06) × 10−4 [47]
D± → τ±ν̄τ 1.08 × 10−3 (1.2 ± 0.24 ± 0.12) × 10−3 [50]
D±

s → e±ν̄e 1.24 × 10−7 < 8.3 × 10−5 [51]
D±

s → μ±ν̄μ 5.28 × 10−3 (5.49 ± 0.17) × 10−3 [48]
D±

s → τ±ν̄τ 5.15 × 10−2 (4.83 ± 0.65 ± 0.26) × 10−2 [49]
K± → e±ν̄e 1.62 × 10−5 (1.582 ± 0.007) × 10−5 [54]
K± → μ±ν̄μ 0.629 0.6356 ± 0.0011 [54]

Table 2
Limits on the U(1)PQ scale fa derived from leptonic pseudo–scalar meson decays, setting the relevant ALP-fermion 
coupling equal to one, with all the other couplings vanishing.

Channel fa [GeV] up-quark fa [GeV] down-quark fa [GeV] lepton

ma = 0 ma = MM/2 ma = 0 ma = MM/2 ma = 0 ma = MM/2

B± → e±ν̄e 2.8 0.079 4 1.3 0.0005 0.00013
B± → μ±ν̄μ 6 0.16 8.3 2.7 0.2 0.06
B± → τ±ν̄τ 0.38 0.006 0.5 0.065 0.2 0.05

D± → e±ν̄e 6 2.1 5.7 0.86 0.02 0.00053
D± → μ±ν̄μ 4 1.3 3.7 0.56 0.27 0.070
D± → τ±ν̄τ 0.007 0.007 0.006

D±
s → e±ν̄e 8 3 8.2 1.9 0.002 0.00066

D±
s → μ±ν̄μ 5.5 2 5.7 1.3 0.3 0.09

D±
s → τ±ν̄τ 0.02 0.01 0.02

K± → e±ν̄e 249. 87 170 10 0.243 0.06
K± → μ±ν̄μ 1.7 0.5 1.2 0.05 0.32 0.06

way to constrain ALP–fermion couplings is then to saturate the 1–σ experimental limits on 
the corresponding leptonic branching ratio adding the leptonic ALP decay to the leptonic SM 
amplitude. No kinematical constraint (2-body vs 3-body decay) is used in the analysis at this 
stage.

The derived bounds on the U(1)PQ breaking scale fa are shown in Table 2. These values have 
been obtained by setting the relevant ALP-fermion coupling to one, with all the others vanishing. 
The results are provided for two reference values of the ALP mass ma = 0 GeV and ma = MM/2
GeV, showing the variability range that should be expected for a massive vs (almost) massless 
ALP. As an example, the first row in Table 2 should be read as follows: the “up–quark” columns 
represent the fa limits obtained by setting cu = 1 and cb = ce = 0 for the two reference values of 
ma , the “down–quark” columns represent the limits obtained by setting cb = 1 and cu = ce = 0, 
and finally the values in the “lepton” columns are obtained by setting ce = 1 and cu = cb = 0.

For heavy pseudo–scalar mesons, such as B , D and Ds , the formulas described in Sec. 2
are straightforward. These mesons are very well described by the heavy wave function φH(x)
7
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in Eq. (5), with gM = 1. Constituent quark masses should be used for partons, instead of bare 
masses, i.e. MM = m̂Q + m̂q (being m̂Q ≈ mQ) with Q and q the heavy and light quark in the 
meson, respectively. The Kaon sector is more delicate as Kaons cannot be treated fully consis-
tently neither as heavy or as light mesons [55]. Therefore, as the Kaon mass is not too far from 
QCD , the Brodsky–Lepage method introduces larger hadronic uncertainties compared to the 
heavy mesons case. Here, conservatively, the heavy meson wave–function is used,2 with gK = 1
and the partonic masses defined as m̂u = mu + and m̂s = ms + with  = (MK −mu −ms)/2
a parameter of order QCD . Different choices for gK , lead to different limits on fa that can be 
obtained by a simple rescaling of the ones shown in the last two rows of Table 2, i.e. f ′

a = gK fa . 
Therefore, smaller values for gK result in less stringent bounds for the U(1)PQ scale.

One can immediately realize that the fa bounds shown in Table 2 from up-type and down-type 
ALP-quark sectors are far from being competitive with the ones derived from FCNC processes, 
like K → π a or B → K a. For example, from [38], one can infer a limit fa � 109 MeV 
stemming from the top-enhanced penguin contribution, assuming ct = 1. Tree–level diagram 
contributions to FCNC processes can provide constraints on lighter quark sectors [13], giving 
limits on fa in the range fa � 106 − 107 MeV. From Y(ns) decays on can obtain a constraint of 
the same order for the bottom sector [39]. The only pseudo–scalar meson leptonic channel that 
provide almost comparable bounds on the quark sector is the K± → e±ν̄e decay, while most the 
other pseudo–scalar leptonic decays provide limits in the ballpark fa � 103 − 104 MeV for the 
light lepton decays and fa � 101 − 102 MeV for the τ ones.

Nonetheless, pseudo–scalar meson leptonic decays can be still very useful, as they provide 
the best present limits on the ALP–lepton sector for an ALP with ma in the (sub)–GeV range, 
bounding fa � 102 − 103 MeV for most of the available channels. Typically, the muon sector 
gives better limits on fa as it combines experimental data with relatively smaller errors and a 
not too large lepton mass suppression of the amplitude in Eq. (17). The electron sector suffers 
from a larger mass suppression and typically provides bounds on fa � 105 − 106 MeV, with the 
only exception of the K± → e±ν̄e channel benefiting from its highly precise determination.3

Furthermore, in this ALP mass range, the results presented here on the electron coupling ce

can be complementary with present and future ALP-DM searches like EDELWEISS [56] and 
LDMX [57] and reactor searches at CONNIE, CONUS, MINE, and ν-cleus [58].

The same information can be visually obtained from the plots in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, where the 
dependence of the ci/fa bounds on the ALP mass is shown for the ALP couplings to up-type and 
down-type quarks (Fig. 2 (a) and Fig. 2 (b) respectively) and for the ALP couplings to charged 
leptons (Fig. 3 (a)). As previously noticed, the K± → e±ν̄e channel is the most promising one, 
putting bounds on cu,s/fa � 5 TeV−1, while most of the other channels are providing limits 
cu,c,s,b/fa � 102 − 103 TeV−1, still far from the perturbativity region for fa = 1 TeV. Concern-
ing the ALP-charged lepton coupling notice that the best limits come form μ decay channels, 
bounding cμ/fa � 103 − 104 TeV−1. Measures of cτ are still limited by worse experimental 
resolution providing bounds cτ /fa � 105 TeV−1. Sensitivity to the ALP-electron coupling ce is 
obviously suppressed by the tiny electron mass giving ce/fa � 106 − 107 TeV−1.

The results presented here represent an improvement of at least one order of magnitude com-
pared with limits obtained in Tab. III of [40]. Three main reasons can be advocated: i) first of all, 

2 Using the heavy meson wave–function φH (x) one obtains a decay amplitude roughly 2/3 of one obtained using the 
light meson wave–function, φL(x). A detailed analysis of the hadronic uncertainties for K decays can be found in [13].

3 Recall, however, that caution should be used when handling K data as a larger hadronic uncertainty has to be ac-
counted for, unavoidably.
8
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Fig. 2. Limits on the coupling (a) cu/fa and (b) cd/fa derived from the leptonic meson decay indicated in the legend, as 
function of the ALP mass ma .

Fig. 3. Limits on the coupling c�/fa (a) derived from the leptonic meson decays indicated in the legend, as function of 
the ALP mass ma . Figure (b) shows the limits obtained on all the couplings from the analysis of the Ds → μ νμ a decay 
using the experimental BR (full lined) and the missing mass distribution (dashed line).

since the publishing of [40], experimental determination of pseudo–scalar leptonic decays has 
typically improved by roughly a factor ten, leading to more stringent bounds on fa, ii) moreover, 
one has to recall that the leading hadronic contribution in Eq. (17) of [40] underestimates by 1/4 
the ALP branching ratio, resulting again in lower fa bounds, iii) finally, assuming a universal 
ALP-fermion coupling results in a parametric cancellation, clearly shown in Eq. (9) and Eq. (10)
once cq = cQ is assumed, causing a lost in sensitivity that numerically can be estimated in the 
9
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Fig. 4. Missing mass squared distribution for the Ds → μ νμ decay from BESSIII collaboration [48]. The red solid line 
corresponds to the SM smeared two–body differential decay rate d	/ds. Blue curves represent the predicted distributions 
once the three–body Ds → μ νμ a decay is included, plotted for different values of the ALP mass, ma in GeV.

50%–70% range.4 One might consider more than one parameter at once when projecting the 
bounds, of course as discussed above a parametric flat direction would arise, at least in the ALP 
massless limit. This cancellation effect quickly fades away as the ALP mass increases, as it can 
be deduced from the ma = 0 and ma = MM/2 columns of Table 2.

All the bounds shown up to now have been extracted using exclusively information inferred 
from the total decay rate. One may think that stronger constraints should be derived from the dif-
ferential decay rate d	/dω� (or equivalently d	/ds) obtained integrating Eq. (16) over the ALP 
energy ωa (or over the Mandelstam variable u), thus exploiting the different leptonic energy dis-
tribution characterizing two–body vs three–body decays. The SM two-body decay distribution 
is peaked around vanishing missing mass s = m2

ν ≈ 0, and therefore any excess of events with 
s > 0 could be an indication of a three-body decay, once SM backgrounds (like Ds → μ νμ γ

with ωγ below the detection energy threshold) have been opportunely accounted for. As an ex-
ample, in Fig. 3(b), the comparison between the limits on the ci/fa coefficients obtained from 
the differential decay rate analysis for the Ds → μ νμ decay observed by BESIII [48] (dashed 
lines) and the bounds from the branching ratio (solid lines) are shown. The two methods give 
comparable bounds, with limits obtained from the differential decay rate analysis being some-
how less stringent, showing that no clear improvement is obtained, with present data, by adding 
the available spectral information.

The reason can be easily understood by looking at Fig. 4. The red continuous line represents 
the experimentally smeared SM two body decays rate, d	SM/ds, here shown only for s > 0, 
as shown in Fig. 2 of [48]. The d	SM+NP /ds distributions obtained including the three body 
decay Ds → μ νμ a for ci/fa = 200 TeV−1 and different values of the ALP mass, ma are shown 
as blue curves. BESSIII collaboration provides data (dots with error bands) on the missing mass 
distribution only for s < 0.2 GeV2/c4, while most of the NP signal lies above s > 0.5 GeV2/c4. 
Consequently, less stringent limits on ci/fa can be obtained by using available spectral infor-
mation. Same conclusions can be extrapolated from the other few analyses with public missing 
mass squared distributions. An improvement to the bounds on the ALP-fermion couplings ob-

4 A detailed and more qualitative discussion of this effect can be found in [13].
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tained from the total decay rate would require to have access to the complete experimental data 
of signal and background distributions, and is beyond the reach of this letter.

4. Conclusions

A detailed analysis of the pseudo–scalar meson leptonic ALP decays, M → � ν� a has been 
presented. These decay channels were previously analyzed in Ref. [40] but only for a mass-
less ALP and for a universal ALP–fermion coupling. Here we have considered a generic ALP 
mass along with a generic flavor structure for the couplings of the Axion–like particle to quarks 
and leptons. Moreover, a factor 2 misprint in Eq. (15) of Ref. [40] (and equivalently a factor 4 
misprint in the hadronic contribution of Eq. (17) of Ref. [40]) has been addressed. Bounds on 
flavor diagonal ALP–fermion couplings are derived from the latest experimental limits on the 
corresponding leptonic decays. The stringent bounds on ALP-quarks couplings can be derived 
from the K → e ν̄e a decay, with cs,u/fa around 5 TeV−1, barring large hadronic uncertain-
ties. This bound is, however, still quite far from being competitive with the ones derived from the 
K → π a process (see for example [13] for a recent analysis). From heavier pseudo–scalar meson 
decay channels with a final electron o muon, one can derive bounds on ALP-quarks couplings, 
cq/fa � 102 TeV−1. Typically, less stringent bounds can be obtained from the tau channels, 
mainly due to larger experimental uncertainties.

Nevertheless, pseudo–scalars leptonic decays can provide the most stringent independent up-
per bounds on ALP–leptons couplings, for and ALP mass, ma , in the (sub)–GeV range. From 
Ds and B muon and tau decays one derives limits on cμ,τ /fa around 5 × 103 TeV−1, in all the 
kinematically allowed ma range. The most stringent limit on the ALP–electron coupling can be 
derived from the K → e νe a decay, ce/fa � 4 ×103 TeV−1, for ma � 0.3 GeV. For heavier ALP, 
Ds and B pseudo–scalar meson decays provide much softer bounds with ce/fa � 106 TeV−1. 
In the analysis of Ref. [40], these constraints were not available being their limits essentially 
referred to the dominant quark contributions. Present bounds on ALP–electron couplings can be 
complementary to those obtained from ALP–DM searches [59].
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